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We don’t know what nature has in store for us. SUSY, in what flavour
and with or without R-parity conservation? Extra dimensions, black holes?
Leptoquarks? New gauge bosons, with which properties? Fourth generation?
Contact Interactions?  Something else? Nothing? Etc. etc. etc.

We want our searches and interpretation to be
-as relevant and as interesting as possible
-as generic as possible
-as simple as possible
-as robust as possible
-as sensitive as possible
These requirements don’t always live well together…

Hopefully by end of 2011: 1 fb-1 at s = 7 TeV:  lots of sensitivity to new physics

And if we see an excess: what is it?
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Searches with same-charge leptons  (example)
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The “reconstruction-projection-interpretation” cycle
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Model Pro’s:

•Models reflect a “view” on the new physics Lagrangian
that may be interesting to test

•Models enable optimization of search strategy and cuts, as well
as background minimization and understanding

•Models can tell you where to look next

•Presenting  results in terms of model parameters facilitates
comparison and combination

No doubt, experiments will continue to present results
also in terms of models

Models can give some handles as how to approach new physics searches.
Use of models has Pro’s and Contra’s…



Model Contra’s

•“I don’t believe your model…”

•Optimizing cuts on one model risks missing new physics  if nature
has chosen other ways

•Even if a model fits data, this says nothing about whether other models
fit too…

A huge amount of information is lost if analysis is performed within
model assumptions only, or results are quoted within models only

We must also move beyond models
We want to maximize the information contents of our results
We want a fruitful interaction with the theory community



Already at Data and Feature Level:
What distributions are most relevant
to enter in publications?
i.e. what projections to make?

Maximizing the information contents of our papers

Raw vs corrected data:   it will need some time to understand detectors

Straightforward?   pT of objects, pT
miss , HT , Meff , invariant masses, rapidity, …

Kinematic/topological motivation?  MT , MT2 , MCT , T , …

2D-plots?  Motivated by hierarchies, topologies, model discrimination?

This question comes back at the interpretation level:  what plots to make?
We welcome the input from the theory community.



The Interpretation Step

The TH community will scrutinize 
CMS/ATLAS papers and interprete…

The experiments will interprete their own 
results…

Let’s talk!

Going bottom-up, the interpretation could consist of: 
• Distributions only
• Features
• Topologies
• Effective Lagrangians…

In principle, CMS/ATLAS papers define the EXP/TH interface
But  a discussion between EXP and TH can optimize that interface
Lead to papers with Maximum information content

Minimum model dependence

as model-independently as achievable



Characterizing the absence of an excess

If model-based analyses see no excess, we put limits

What if model-independent searches do not see any excess?

What plots maximize the information content?
- Upper limits on effective cross section within experimental acceptance

(as a function of relevant new particle masses, mass differences)
Also give the experimental efficiencies/resolutions within acceptance
We can say nothing about whatever falls outside our acceptance!

What if there is still a dependence of efficiencies left on details of new physics?

How do we quantify the phase space that has been explored and then 
compare with previous results and with other experiments?

Comparisons to other results are an important input to journal referees who 
need to evaluate the originality, significance, and impact of the new result

• To address this, some model independent searches have interpreted their 
result in terms of benchmark models

• However, searches optimized to specific models should be more sensitive 
than model-independent searches which puts the latter at a disadvantage 



Characterizing excesses   (much more fun!)

What if we do see an excess, anywhere, in an inclusive or exclusive search?

We publish!   (and 2 days later arXiv will be cluttered with preprints)

In the model-based approach we would try and quantify how well a model fits,
and with what parameters.  E.g. SUSY fitters.

In a bottom-up approach we would focus on feature extraction
What characteristic items are we seeing in our data

ATLAS studies:  di-lepton mass edges, lepton-jet edges
what can we say about particle spins
stransverse mass, con-transverse mass

A further idea for bottom-up approaches:  look at topologies
What are the characteristic topologies we are seeing in our data?
Can we identify general decay modes, decay chains?
Will be a further topic of this workshop  (and see Joe’s talk)

Already  carried
out in ATLAS
since years



Some ATLAS thoughts about model-independent searches
& characterization of excesses

Use of effective Lagrangians is not new in ATLAS, see CSC book for: high-mass vector
boson scattering, triple gauge couplings, top properties, cMSSM

Where studied, it appears so far (for example) that our searches for
SUSY are also effective and efficient for fairly general models (eg cMSSM),
certainly when combining final states.

Other approach being tried: 
• Deliberate generation of MC samples with difficult topologies
• Systematic generation of MSSM grids with varying hierarchies, mass differences

Have started to build topology-based approaches for search and characterization.
Example:  arXiv:0905.4497 [hep-ex]
More ideas floating around in the collaboration

This workshop could be a good nurture ground for growth!



Where can the TH community help?

•Discussion of questions raised, on model-independent searches,
interpretation, and maximization of information contents of our papers

•Topology-based approaches:  what are good templates?

•Tools!

Thanks to my ATLAS collaborators for thoughts, comments and suggestions.


